Motif Luna® Quick Guide
1. Buttons & Features
LCD Screen
A Massage Mode
B Expression Mode
C Cycles
D Vacuum Level
E Timer
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Button Control
F Mode Button
G Cycles Increase/Decrease Button
H LED Night Light
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2. Preparing The Luna Pump
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Assembling The Luna Pump
1. Wash hands before touching
breast pump components.

6. Screw the bottle onto the
underside of the breast shield.

2. Insert the diaphragm into the diaphragm
bottom (the component that connects
to the breast shield). Ensure that it fits
securely and that the diaphragm edge fits
around the rim of the diaphragm bottom.

7. Connect the tubing to the diaphragm
assembly, and connect the other
end of the tubing to the Luna. (For
single-pumping attach the cap
on one of the air flow ports).

3. Connect the diaphragm top (the
component that connects to the tubing)
over the diaphragm bottom, and
diaphragm, by snapping on the diaphragm
bottom into the rim of the top diaphragm.

8. Attach the power adapter to the Luna.

4. Push the valve onto the underside
of the breast shield.
5. Connect the diaphragm assembly to the
top of the breast shield. Use a twisting
motion to attach, and later remove,
this assembly to avoid damaging it.

9. Plug the power adapter into
the electrical outlet.

3. Using The Luna
HOW TO USE THE DUAL PUMP
Single Pump

Double Pump

When changing
back to Single-Pump
mode make sure to
cover the air flow
port with the plug.

To use the Luna in
Double-Pump mode
remove the plug
from the air flow port
and connect the
tubing from the extra
collection kit.

TURNING ON/OFF THE LUNA PUMP
1. Press the Power button. The device will power ON, indicated by the screen lighting up.
The Luna will begin in Massage Mode to help with faster letdown.
2. Press the Mode button to change to Expression Mode once your milk starts flowing.
Massage Mode also has a function in which it will automatically end and switch to
Expression Mode without having to press the button to change the modes manually.
3. Adjust suction to preferred comfort level.
4. When you wish to stop expressing, first press the Power button, then remove the breast
shield and milk collection kit from your breast.

4. Warnings & Precautions
WARNING: Potentially dangerous situation that could result in serious injury.

CAUTION: A possibly dangerous situation that could result in slight bodily injury.
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